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Abstract. This paper explores how the dynamics of complex biological processes can be modelled and simulated as an organisation
of multiple agents. This modelling perspective identifies organisational structure occurring in complex decentralised processes
and handles complexity of the analysis of the dynamics by structuring these dynamics according to an organisational structure.
More specifically, dynamic properties at different levels of aggregation in the organisational structure are identified, and related
to each other according to the organisational structure. The applicability of this organisational modelling approach to address
complexity in biological context is illustrated by two case studies: the organisation of intracellular processes and the organisation
of the circulatory system.
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Part I: Problem description

1. Introduction

The area of systems biology aims at a system-level
understanding of biological processes. In [23] it is stat-
ed that systems biology requires a shift in our notion of
“what to look for” in biology: ‘While an understand-
ing of genes and proteins continues to be important,
the focus is on understanding a system’s structure and
dynamics. Because a system is not just an assembly
of genes and proteins, its properties cannot be fully
understood merely by drawing diagrams of their inter-
connections. Although such a diagram represents an
important first step, it is analogous to a static roadmap,
whereas what we really seek to know are the traffic
patterns, why such traffic patterns emerge, and how
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we can control them [23, p. 1662].’ Analysing the
structure and dynamics of complex biological process-
es is a nontrivial task. In many disciplines, some type
of organisational structure is exploited to handle such
complex (decentralised) dynamics. For example, the
dynamics that emerge from multiple interactingagents
within human society have been studied within So-
cial Sciences in the area of Organisation Theory, and
within Artificial Intelligence in the area of Agent Sys-
tems; e.g. [10,25,26,29,34,38]. To manage complex,
decentralised dynamics in human society, organisation-
al structure is a crucial element: organisation provides
a structuring and co-ordination of the processes in such
a manner that a process (or agent) involved can func-
tion in a more adequate manner. The dynamics shown
by a given organisational structure are much more de-
pendable than in an entirely unstructured situation. It is
assumed that the organisational structure itself is rela-
tively stable, i.e., the structure may change, but the fre-
quency and scale of change are assumed low compared
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to the more standard dynamics through the structure.
Also in Nature several forms of organisational structure
have been developed; typical examples are a beehive,
the coordinated processes of organs in mammals, and
the well-organised biochemistry of a living cell.

By using multi-agent organisation modelling tech-
niques for analysis and simulation, the inherent com-
plexity of the dynamics of multiple interacting process-
es within a society can be made manageable by choos-
ing the right level of abstraction in describing them. As
also discussed in [21], many phenomena in nature (or in
the laboratory) have the same characteristic: they also
involve complex dynamics of multiple distributed pro-
cesses and their interaction. Therefore, a natural ques-
tion is whether a multi-agent-organisation modelling
perspective is promising for this domain of biological
complexity. This question is addressed in this paper.

Organisations can be viewed in two ways: (1) as
adaptive complex information processing systems of
(boundedly) rational agents, and (2) as tools for control;
central issues are [26]:

– How to identify properties of the whole, given
properties of parts; from the first view: ‘given a set
of assumptions about (different forms of) individ-
ual behaviour, how can the aggregate properties
of a system be determined (or predicted) that are
generated by the repeated interaction among those
individual units?’

– How to identify properties of parts, given desired
or required properties of the whole; from the sec-
ond view: ‘given observable regularities in the be-
haviour of a composite system, which rules and
procedures - if adopted by the individual units -
induce and sustain these regularities?’

Recently a number of formal and computational
modelling techniques have been developed that can
be used for simulation or for formal analysis of the
dynamics within a multi-agent organisation. Exam-
ples of this formalisation trend can be found in books
such as [26,34], and in a recently created journal:
Computational and Mathematical Organisation Theo-
ry; e.g. [31]. For dynamics of an organisation, differ-
ent levels of aggregation can be identified, from single
agent behaviour to the dynamics of the overall organi-
sation. Dynamics can be described in an abstract man-
ner by focusing on one of these levels and specifying
dynamic properties for this level. Moreover, interlevel
relationships between dynamic properties at different
levels can be identified.

One of the organisation modelling approaches that
have been developed within the agent systems area

is the Agent-Group-Role (AGR) approach, introduced
in [11], extended with operational semantics in [12],
and with a modelling approach for dynamic proper-
ties in [20]. A related dynamic modelling frame-
work for specification,analysis and simulation of AGR-
organisation models, and supported by a software envi-
ronment is described in [22]. This dynamic modelling
environment allows to:

– specify dynamic properties for the different ele-
ments and levels of aggregation within an AGR
organisation model

– relate these dynamic properties to each other ac-
cording to the organisational structure

– use dynamic properties inexecutable form as a
declarativespecification of a simulation model

– performsimulation experiments
– automaticallycheck dynamic properties for simu-

lated or empirical traces

The main goal of this paper is to explore to what
extent the AGR approach and the corresponding mod-
elling framework by [22] can be useful for the analysis
of complex biological processes from an organisation
modelling perspective. To this end, first in Section 2
Ferber and Gutknecht’s [11] AGR approach is intro-
duced, with an emphasis on organisational structure. It
is illustrated by a model of the organisational structure
of intracellular processes within the unicellular organ-
ism Escherichia coli [32]. Section 3 addresses the dy-
namics of the organisation, described in terms of dy-
namics properties expressed in a Temporal Trace Lan-
guage and in Section 4 relations between different lev-
els of aggregation are discussed, following [20]. Sec-
tion 5 provides some results of simulation and comput-
er supported verification. In Section 6 it is shown to
what extent the modelling approach can be generalised
to other biological domains. Section 7 relates the ap-
proach to other techniques used in the literature, and
Section 8 is a conclusion.

Part II: Approach

2. Organisational structure

The Agent-Group-Role (AGR) organisation mod-
elling approach [11] originates from the area of multi-
agent systems. In this section, first a brief introduction
of the AGR approach can be found (Section 2.1). Next,
Section 2.2 illustrates how the approach can be applied
in a biological domain by describing the internal organ-
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isational structure ofE. coli. In this example, which for
reasons of presentation is kept limited, the main proper-
ty to focus on is growth under different environmental
circumstances.

2.1. The AGR organisation modelling approach

An AGR organisational structure for an overall pro-
cess (or organisation) is a specification based on a def-
inition of groups, roles and their relationships. An
organisation as a whole is composed of a number of
groups. A group structure identifies theroles and the
intragroup transfers between roles. In addition,in-
tergroup role interactions between roles of different
groups specify the connectivity of groups within an or-
ganisation. Physicalagents can be allocated to roles;
they realise the organisation. However, the aim of an or-
ganisation model is to abstract from any specific agent
allocated. Therefore instead of particular agents, roles
are used as abstract entities, defining properties agents
should have when they are to function in a given role
within an organisation.

2.2. Organisational structure of the living cell

In Fig. 1 the aggregation levels of the AGR-
organisation model ofE. coli are depicted. In this pic-
ture the right hand side nodes connected to a node are
called the children of the latter node, which itself is
called a parent node for those children.

For example, the node Cell is the parent node of the
nodes Control and Metabolism. The latter nodes are
children of Cell. This means that they are the main cat-
egories or functional units that are distinguished for the
processes in the cell. To be more specific, Metabolism
and Control are the main parts of the processes of a cell.
At one aggregation level lower, Metabolism expands
to Catabolism, Anabolism and Transport. Catabolism
is the category of processes that decompose substances
and extract free energy from them. In Anabolism the
processes that utilise this free energy to create more and
more complex substances reside. Transport processes
move substances across the cell membrane. Control is
decomposed into Transcription and Translation. These
processes generate mRNA and enzymes, respectively.

An AGR-model ofE. coli’s organisational structure
is shown in Fig. 2. The functional units Control and
Metabolism are depicted as differentgroups here (de-
picted by the larger ovals). Their children (according
to Fig. 1) are depicted in Fig. 2 asroles (depicted by
smaller ovals) within the groups. The behaviour of

Fig. 1. Overview of the aggregation levels of the organisation model
of E. coli.

these roles, in the next section described by role be-
haviour properties, is as follows: they receive as input
the presence of some substances generated by another
role, in order to generate the presence of some new
substances as output. The solid arrows representintra-
group role transfers, the transfer of substances between
roles: they express that a substance produced by one
role is used by another role. Notice that each group
contains an additional Portal role. The idea is that these
roles collect the output substances produced by all other
roles within their group, to be able to interact with the
other group. The dashed arrows between both portal
roles representintergroup role interactions, relating the
input of one portal role to the output of the other. Note
that the model depicted in Fig. 2 is a simplification of
the true living cell. For example, only control at the
transcriptional and translational level is included, and
‘post translational modifications’ (such as phosphory-
lation) are left out. Nevertheless, it reflects the main
aspects of its organisational structure in a way that is
understandable.

3. Organisation dynamics

The AGR organisation modelling approach was ex-
tended with a dynamic modelling approach in [20]. To
characterise the dynamics within an organisation, dy-
namic properties of various types can be formulated.
For example, a dynamic property of the organisation as
a whole, such as

If oxygen, resources and some nutrients are exter-
nally available, then the cell will produce CO2.
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Fig. 2. E.coli : groups and interactions.

Other examples are dynamic properties of one specific
role within an organisation, or dynamic properties that
characterise how two roles cooperate.

An organisational structure provides a basis to dis-
tinguish in a systematic manner dynamic properties for
different elements and aggregation levels within the or-
ganisation. In particular, as an extension of the AGR
organisation model dynamic properties can be speci-
fied for each of the following aggregation levels within
the model:

I. At the (highest) aggregation level of the organi-
sation as a whole

– dynamic properties for theorganisation as a
whole; the highest aggregation level, relating
any roles within the organisation over time;

– dynamic properties forintergroup role inter-
action, relating the input of one role to the
output of a role in another group;

II. At the aggregation level of a group within the
organisation

– dynamic properties at the level of agroup,
relating states of roles within a given group
over time;

– dynamic properties fortransfer between roles
within a group (from output state of the source
role to input state of the destination role);

III. At the (lowest) aggregation level of a role within
a group

– dynamic properties at the level of arole within
a group, relating input and output state (and
possibly internal state) of the role;

To describe the dynamics ofE. coli’s intracellular
processes, all types of dynamic properties are used.

3.1. Dynamic properties of the organisation as a
whole

The example model forE. coli’s dynamics was in-
spired by the model described in [18], which is based
on a different modelling approach: the compositional
organisation modelling approach. For the example of
the living cell, global properties of the organisation as a
whole can be expressed in terms of interaction with an
Environment. Note that this environment is not shown
in Figs 1 and 2 (since we consider it not being part of
the organisation itself), but we assume that the roles in
the organisation can interact with it. The cell can use
as input from the environment the (external) presence
of glucose, gluconate, lactose, O2, N, P and S. It may
export CO2, ethanol and acetate to the environment.
For example, Cell Property 1 (CP1) in Box 1 specifies
the property that if O2 is externally available, as well
as resources and at least one of the nutrients glucose,
lactose, gluconate, then the cell produces CO2. More-
over, CP2 specifies an analogue property for the anaer-
obic case. Note that in addition to d1, w1, alsoα is
a variable, which makes it possible to have different
instantiations of one property. For instance, property
CP1(d1, w1,α ) may be instantiated to CP1(0.3, 0.5,
glucose). For all properties, notice that it is explicitly
mentioned when interaction with the environment is in-
volved. More specifically, if by transport a substance is
emitted to the environment, this is phrased as ‘exports
to the Environment’, and if a substance is available
for transport (i.e., import) within the environment, this
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is phrased as ‘is present within the Environment’. In
contrast, the internal exchange of the presence of sub-
stances within the organisation model is indicated by
the wordsgenerates andreceives. Forα ranging over
{glucose, lactose, gluconate}, the properties shown in
Box 1 characterise the cell-environment dynamics.

Within Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence
a number of high-level specification languages have
been developed to specify dynamic properties with
mathematical precision, thereby allowing qualitative
and (sometimes) quantitative aspects. To formally ex-
press the properties presented in this paper, the high-
level Temporal Trace Language (TTL) has been cho-
sen, see [4,19], to model and analyse the internal and
external dynamics of agents, and of multi-agent organ-
isations.

A trace or trajectory in the state space is a sequence
of states indexed over time.States are characterised
by state properties indicating, for example, values of
certain variables.Dynamic properties are properties of
traces, i.e., properties that relate states over time. To
express dynamic properties the sorted predicate logic
temporal trace language TTL is used. This language is
built on atoms referring to, e.g., atrace γ, atime point t
and astate property p, such as ‘in traceγ at time point
t state property p holds’, formalised bystate(γ, t) |=
p.

As an example, formalising dynamic property CP1
from Box 1 in TTL yields the following:

CP1(d1, w1,α) ≡
∀t1,t2
[[ t1 < t2 & ∀t’ [ t1 � t’ ≤ t2 ⇒

state(γ, t’) |= in environment(α)∧
state(γ, t’) |= in environment(O2)∧
state(γ, t’) |= in environment(N) ∧
state(γ, t’) |= in environment(P) ∧
state(γ, t’) |= in environment(S) ] ]

⇒ ∃t3 [ t2 + d1 � t3 � t2 + w1 & state(γ, t3) |= cell exports

(CO2) ]

The Temporal Trace Language TTL can play a useful
role in modelling complex phenomena from an agent-
oriented perspective in the following manners:

– it provides a way to obtain well-defined and math-
ematically formalisablespecifications of dynam-
ic properties of externally observable agent be-
haviour, their internal processes, and their organ-
isation; such dynamic properties can be specified
at any level of precision as desired.

– for further analysis it supports the identification
of formalised relationships between different dy-
namic properties, for example between properties
of an agent’s externally observable behaviour and

its internal processes, or between properties of ex-
ternally observable agent behaviour and properties
of an organisation in which they function.

– it offers possibilities to specify and executesimu-
lation models in a high level language, for exam-
ple simulation of an agent’s externally observable
behaviour on the basis of its internal processes, or
simulation of an organisation on the basis of giv-
en or assumed properties of externally observable
behaviour of the agents involved.

Throughout the remainder of this paper, dynamic
properties will not be formally expressed, but in the
semi-formal format presented earlier, to enhance read-
ability. Within this format, each property always holds
for all tracesγ over the ontology, butγ is not mentioned
explicitly to keep the notation simple.

3.2. Intergroup role interaction properties

Within the AGR organisation modelling approach,
intergroup role interaction properties model connec-
tions between groups by specifying how the input state
of a role in one group can be (temporally) related to the
output state of another role in a different group. With-
in the current example, the intergroup role interaction
properties take care of the exchange of substances be-
tween both groups. This is done by relating the input of
the portal role of one group to the output of the portal
role of the other group. The properties expressing this
are shown in Box 2. The delay parameters in these
intergroup role interaction properties can be used to
model some form of mobility of molecules produced
by one process before they are used in another process.
However, for simplicity we assume the exchange to
be instantaneous, all delays (ci’s and ri’s) are 0 in this
example, i.e. t’= t in the properties above.

3.3. Dynamic properties of the metabolism and
control group

For each of the groups, dynamic properties are con-
sidered that contribute to the properties of the organ-
isation as a whole. A group property is specified in
terms of temporal relationships between input and out-
put states of roles within this group.

Within the group Metabolism, which includes trans-
portation through the cell’s membrane (import and ex-
port), substances present outside the cell, but also sub-
stances produced by Control can be used. Likewise, it
can produce substances that are exported to the envi-
ronment, as well as substances used by Control. The
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Box 1. Dynamic properties of the cell as a whole

CP1(d1, w1, α) CO2 production 
For any two time points t1 and t2 

if  between t1 and t2 the substances α, O2, N, P and S are present 

 within the Environment 

then there exists a time point t3 with t2+d1 < t3  t2+w1 such that at t3 

 the cell exports CO2 to the Environment 

CP2(d2, w2, α) Acetate and ethanol production 
For any two time points t1 and t2 

if  between t1 and t2 the substances α, N, P and S are present 

  within the Environment 

   and the substance O2 is not present within the Environment 

then there exists a time point t3 with t2+d2  t3  t2+w2 such that at t3 

 the cell exports acetate and ethanol to the Environment 

_ <_

<_<_

Box 2. Dynamic properties for Intergroup Role Interaction

  
  

    

     

  

  
   

    

      

    

exchange of substances to and from Control goes via
the Metabolism Portal role. Metabolism property MP4
is an example of a complex property that has input from
and output to both the environment and Control. For
α ranging over{glucose, lactose, gluconate}, the dy-
namic properties in Box 3 characterise the Metabolism
dynamics. As opposed to Metabolism, the group Con-
trol does not interact with the environment. Via its
role Control Portal certain substances produced by
Metabolism are available, and (abstracting from inter-
mediate steps) it can itself produce particular enzymes,
ADP, and P. In Box 4 the dynamic properties for the
Control group are shown.

3.4. Transfer properties

Transfer properties are assumed to have a generic
pattern: that every substance presence generated (in its
output state) by any role r1 for any role r2 is received
(in its input state) by role r2. In the example, for trans-
fer properties similar assumptions are used as for inter-
group role interaction properties, namely instantaneous
transfer of all substances (i.e., no time durations taken

into account for molecule mobility between chemical
processes; all gi’s and hi’s are 0). All solid arrows in
Fig. 2 refer to transfer properties. Since they all look
the same, only two examples are shown in Box 5. Fur-
thermore, notice that there is a transfer from Transcrip-
tion to Translation, but not vice versa. For all other
combination of roles, there is transfer in two directions.

3.5. Role behaviour properties

Dynamic properties for a role characterise how the
role behaves, given its input. Such a dynamic prop-
erty typically is expressed in terms of a temporal re-
lationship between input state and output state of the
role.

3.6. Roles within the Control group

The role Transcription can receive the substances
nucleotides, ATP, ArcBP, allolactose, CRPcAMP, and
gluconate6P observation amount, all coming (via the
Control Portal) from the Metabolism group. Depend-
ing on certain circumstances it will produce partic-
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Box 3. Dynamic properties for the Metabolism group

  
   

    

 

   

      

 

  
 

    

      

 

  
 

    

      

 

   
 

     

 

  

      

  

  

   
 

     

 

  

      

  

   

 
 

   

      

 

ular forms of mRNA, ADP, and P. See Box 6 for
the dynamic properties of Transcription. The role
Translation’s input is amino acids and ATP (both
produced by the Metabolism group), and a partic-
ular type of mRNA (produced by the Transcription
role). It can produce ADP, P, and a particular enzyme,
corresponding to the type of mRNA. Forη ranging
over {respiration, fermentation, glucoseimport, lac-
toseimport, gluconateimport}, the property in Box 7
characterises the Translation dynamics.

3.7. Roles within the Metabolism group

Within the Metabolism group, the role Catabolism
receives the presence of several substances. Some
of them are provided by the other roles, Anabolism
and Transport, some others are provided (via the
Metabolism Portal) by the Control group. Likewise,
the substances it produces are also used by the roles An-
abolism and Transport, and (via the Metabolism Portal)
by the group Control. Forδ ranging over{glucose6P,
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Box 4. Dynamic properties for the Control group

  
 

   

      

 

  
 

  

      

 

  
 

   

  

      

 

  
 

   

      

 

  
 

  

      

 

Box 5. Dynamic properties for transfer within the Control group

   
   

    

      

    

   
   

    

      

   

gluconate6P, lactose}, the dynamic properties shown
in Box 8 characterise the Catabolism dynamics.

Like Catabolism, the role Anabolism also interacts
with several roles in its own group. Apart from ini-
tialisation, its dynamics can be described by one single
property; see Box 9. The role Transport is the only
role within the organisation that interacts with the en-
vironment. Furthermore, it also interacts with roles in
its own group, including the Metabolism Portal role,

which serves as a portal to the Control group. Recall
that the wordsgenerates andreceives indicate that the
substances are exchanged within the organisation mod-
el internally. In contrast, if by transport a substance is
emitted to the environment, this is phrased as ‘exports
to the Environment’, and if a substance is available for
transport (i.e., import) within the environment, this is
phrased as ‘is present within the Environment’. For
ε ranging over{N, P, S} andζ ranging over{acetate,
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Box 6. Dynamic properties for Transcription

  
 

    

        

  

  
 

    

        

  

  
 

    

  

        

  

  
 

     

 

        

  

  
 

    

 

        

   

Box 7. Dynamic properties for Translation

  
 

    

      

  

ethanol, CO2}, the properties shown in Box 10 charac-
terise the Transport dynamics.

4. Interlevel relations

The idea of expressing dynamic properties at differ-
ent levels of aggregation is that certain logical interlevel
relationships can be identified between properties at the
different levels. Typically, dynamics of the whole or-
ganised (multi-agent) system can be related to dynamic
group properties and intergroup interaction properties
via the following pattern:

dynamic properties for the groups &
dynamic properties for intergroup role interaction

⇒ dynamic properties for the organisation

This implication (which also can be expressed aslog-
ical entailment) should be understood as follows: ‘for
any organisation, if for any trace the group properties
and intergroup role interaction properties hold, then
the general properties for the organisation also hold’.
Likewise, dynamic properties of groups can be related
to dynamic properties of roles in the following way:

dynamic properties for roles &
dynamic properties for transfer between roles ⇒
dynamic properties for a group
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Box 8. Dynamic properties for Catabolism

  
    

  

  
 

   

       

  

  
 

    

       

  

Box 9. Dynamic properties for Anabolism

  
    

  

  
 

    

        

   

Fig. 3. Overview of interlevel relationships between dynamic prop-
erties within an organisation model.

A general overview of the interlevel relationships
between dynamic properties at different aggregation
levels is depicted as an AND-tree in Fig. 3.

The next sections will describe the interlevel rela-
tionships between dynamic properties within the exam-
ple of the living cell.

4.1. Interlevel relations for overall properties of the
cell dynamics

Global property CP1(glucose) states that the cell will
produce CO2 if the substances O2, glucose, N, P and

S are available within the environment. Careful in-
vestigation of the group properties and intergroup role
interaction properties yields the interlevel relationship
depicted in Fig. 4.

The interlevel relationship between Global Property
CP1(lactose) and the properties it depends on is depict-
ed in Fig. 5. This property states that the cell will pro-
duce CO2 if the substances O2, lactose, N, P and S are
available within the environment. However, nothing is
said about the availability of glucose. An argumenta-
tion of the dependencies shown could therefore be ob-
tained by reasoning by cases: suppose all lower level
properties of Fig. 5 hold. Then, if glucose is present
within the environment, this will be used in order to
export CO2, according to properties MP0, MP6, IGIP2,
CoP1, CoP2, IGIP1, and MP4(glucose). But if glucose
is not present and lactose is present within the environ-
ment, then lactose will be used, according to properties
MP0, MP1, MP2, MP6, IGIP2, CoP2, CoP4, IGIP1,
and MP4(lactose). Hence, if all lower level properties
hold, then CO2 will always be exported, making use of
either glucose or lactose from the environment. It may
thus be concluded that CP1(lactose) holds.
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Box 10. Dynamic properties for Transport

  
 

   

       

   

  
 

    

       

 

  
 

    

       

  

  
 

   

  

       

   

  
 

   

  

       

  

  
 

   

  

       

  

  
 

  

       

  

   
 

   

   

       

   

   
 

    

       

  

A complete specification of the interlevel relations
for the global properties is given in Box 11. In addi-
tion to the relationships between the properties, depen-

dencies between corresponding parameters are given.
Recall that in this example the delays of the intergroup
role interaction properties (all ci’s and ri’s) are assumed
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MP6 IGIP2IGIP1CoP1MP0 MP4(g) CoP2

CP1(g)

Fig. 4. Property CP1(g) related to group properties and intergroup role interaction properties.

CP1(l)

MP4(l) CoP4CoP2MP6MP2 MP4(g) CoP1MP1MP0 IGIP2IGIP1

Fig. 5. Property CP1(l) related to group properties and intergroup role interaction properties.

Fig. 6. Flow Diagram for Property CP1(glucose).

to be 0, so they could have been left out as well.
To explain the idea of the interlevel relationships (and

in particular, the relations between the time durations
involved) in some more detail, Fig. 6 depicts a Flow
Diagram for property CP1(glucose). Nodes represent
(conjunctions of) state properties. (Combinations of)
edges represent dynamic properties. As can be seen in
the picture, the cell is able to export CO2 to the envi-
ronment if the dynamic properties MP0, MP4(glucose),
MP6, CoP1, CoP2, IGIP1 and IGIP2 hold. Figure 6
can be useful for understanding of the dependencies
between the parameter values given above. Namely,
when two processes occur in a sequence, the time dura-
tion of this sequence equals the sum of both individual

time durations. For instance, the minimal duration as-
signed to the sequence of processes described by prop-
erties MP0(0, minit) − IGIP2(c2, r2) is 0+c2, whilst
the maximal duration is minit+r2. Likewise, the time
duration of the combination of two processes occurring
in parallel equals the maximum of the individual time
durations. In this case the processes have to be syn-
chronised. Thus, if process C needs the simultaneous
output of the parallel processes A and B as input, C can
only start when both A and B have finished, under the
assumption that the output substances of the processes
persist long enough in order to co-occur at the same
time instance.
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Box 11. Interlevel relations for the dynamic properties of the cell as a whole

 

MP0(minit) & MP4(p4, q4, glucose) & MP6(p6, q6) 

& CoP1(u1, v1) & CoP2(u2, v2) & IGIP1(c1, r1) & IGIP2(c2, r2)       CP1(d1, w1, glucose)  
 with  d1 = max(0+c2+u1+c1,  max(0+c2,  p6+c2)+u2+c1)+p4,  

  w1 = max(minit+r2+v1+r1,  max(minit+r2,  q6+r2)+v2+r1)+q4. 
 

MP0(minit) & MP1(p1, q1) & MP2(p2, q2) 
& MP4(p4, q4, glucose) & MP4(p4, q4, lactose) & MP6(p6, q6) 
& CoP1(u1, v1) & CoP2(u2, v2) & CoP4(u4, v4) 

& IGIP1(c1, r1) & IGIP2(c2, r2)          CP1(d1, w1, lactose) 
 with  d1glucose = max(0+c2+u1+c1,  max(0+c2,  p6+c2)+u2+c1)+p4,  

  w1glucose = max(minit+r2+v1+r1,  max(minit+r2,  q6+r2)+v2+r1)+q4,  
  d1lactose = max(max(0+c2,  p6+c2)+u2+c1,  max(0+c2, p1+c2, p2+c2)+u4+c1)+p4, 
  w1lactose = max(max(minit+r2, q6+r2)+v2+r1, max(minit+r2, q1+r2, q2+r2)+v4+r1)+q4, 
  d1 = min(d1glucose, d1lactose), 
  w1 = max(w1glucose, w1lactose). 
 

MP0(minit) & MP1(p1, q1) & MP3(p3, q3) 
& MP4(p4, q4, glucose) & MP4(p4, q4, gluconate) & MP6(p6, q6) 
& CoP1(u1, v1) & CoP2(u2, v2) & CoP5(u5, v5) 

& IGIP1(c1, r1) & IGIP2(c2, r2)          CP1(d1, w1, gluconate) 
 with  d1glucose = max(0+c2+u1+c1, max(0+c2, p6+c2)+u2+c1)+p4, 

  w1glucose = max(minit+r2+v1+r1, max(minit+r2, q6+r2)+v2+r1)+q4, 
  d1gluconate = max(max(0+c2, p6+c2)+u2+c1, max(0+c2, p1+c2, p3+c2)+u5+c1)+p4, 
  w1gluconate = max(max(minit+r2, q6+r2)+v2+r1, max(minit+r2, q1+r2, q3+r2)+v5+r1)+q4, 
  d1 = min(d1glucose, d1gluconate), 
  w1 = max(w1glucose, w1gluconate). 
 

MP0(minit) & MP5(p5, q5, glucose) & CoP1(u1, v1) & CoP3(u3, v3) 

& IGIP1(c1, r1) & IGIP2(c2, r2)          CP2(d2, w2, glucose) 
 with  d2 = 0+c2+max(u1+c1, u3+c1)+p5, 

  w2 = minit+r2+max(v1+r1, v3+r1)+q5. 
 

MP0(minit) & MP1(p1, q1) & MP2(p2, q2) 
& MP5(p5, q5, glucose) & MP5(p5, q5, lactose) 
& CoP1(u1, v1) & CoP3(u3, v3) & CoP4(u4, v4) 

& IGIP1(c1, r1) & IGIP2(c2, r2)          CP2(d2, w2, lactose) 
 with  d2glucose = 0+c2+max(u1+c1, u3+c1)+p5, 

  w2glucose = minit+r2+max(v1+r1, v3+r1)+q5, 
  d2lactose = max(0+c2+u3+c1, max(0+c2, p1+c2, p2+c2)+u4+c1)+p5, 
  w2lactose = max(minit+r2+v3+r1, max(minit+r2, q1+r2, q2+r2)+v4+r1)+q5, 
  d2 = min(d2glucose, d2lactose), 
  w2 = max(w2glucose, w2lactose). 
 

MP0(minit) & MP1(p1, q1) & MP3(p3, q3) 
& MP5(p5, q5, glucose) & MP5(p5, q5, gluconate) 
& CoP1(u1, v1) & CoP3(u3, v3) & CoP5(u5, v5) 

& IGIP1(c1, r1) & IGIP2(c2, r2)          CP2(d2, w2, gluconate) 
 with  d2glucose = 0+c2+max(u1+c1, u3+c1)+p5, 

  w2glucose = minit+r2+max(v1+r1, v3+r1)+q5, 
  d2gluconate = max(0+c2+u3+c1, max(0+c2, p1+c2, p3+c2)+u5+c1)+p5, 
  w2gluconate = max(minit+r2+v3+r1, max(minit+r2, q1+r2, q3+r2)+v5+r1)+q5, 
  d2 = min(d2glucose, d2gluconate), 
  w2 = max(w2glucose, w2gluconate). 
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TP(M)TpP7

MP6

Fig. 7. Property MP6 related to role behaviour property and transfer
properties.

TcP1 TP(Co)TlP1(gi)

CoP1

Fig. 8. Property CoP1 related to role behaviour properties and trans-
fer properties.

4.2. Interlevel relations for group properties:
Metabolism dynamics

As shown in Fig. 7, Metabolism group property MP6
is related to role behaviour property TpP7, together
with the transfer properties of Metabolism, indicated
by TP(M). A complete specification of the interlevel re-
lations for all group properties of Metabolism is given
in Box 12. Since all transfers are assumed to be instan-
taneous, the parameters of TP(M) have no influence.

4.3. Interlevel relations for group properties: Control
dynamics

Figure 8 shows how Control group property CoP1
is related to role behaviour properties TlP1(glucose
import) and TcP1, together with all transfer properties
of Control, indicated by TP(Co). A complete specifi-
cation of all interlevel relations for the group properties
of Control is given in Box 13.

Part III: Experiments and analysis

5. Simulation and verification

Describing the dynamics of complex biological pro-
cesses in a formal language, as done in this paper, opens
up the possibility to perform computer supported anal-
ysis, such as simulation and verification. For the Tem-
poral Trace Language TTL introduced in Section 3.1, a
number of tools have been developed to perform these
kinds of tasks. Below, these tools are described in de-
tail. Section 5.1 describes a simulation environment,

Section 5.2 presents a tool to check dynamic properties
against traces, and Section 5.3 addresses model check-
ing. For each of these tools, the results of applying it
to theE. coli case are shown.

5.1. Simulation

A software environment has been created to enable
thesimulation of executable organisation models spec-
ified at a high conceptual level [5]. The input of this
simulation environment is a set of dynamic properties.
Earlier, the language TTL was introduced as an ex-
pressive language for the purpose of specification and
checking of dynamic properties. For the purpose of
simulation, to obtain computational efficiency the for-
mat used for dynamic properties is more restricted than
the TTL format used to specify various types of dy-
namic properties: they are in so-called LEADSTO for-
mat. This is a real time-valued variant of Executable
Temporal Logic [3]. Roughly spoken, in LEADSTO
format the following can be expressed [5]:

if a certain state property α holds for a certain
time interval with duration g, then after some delay
(between e and f) another state property β will hold
for a certain time interval with duration h

Making use of these LEADSTO properties, the soft-
ware environment generates simulation traces. A trace
is developed by starting at time t= 0 and for each time
point up to which the trace already has been construct-
ed, checking which antecedents of executable proper-
ties hold in the already constructed trace. For these
executable properties, add the consequent to the trace,
i.e., extend the trace in time in such a manner that the
consequent holds.

The relation between the specification and the con-
structed trace is that the trace is a model (in the log-
ical sense) of the theory defined by the specification,
i.e., all executable dynamic LEADSTO properties of
the specification hold in the trace (see also [5]).

The software environment described above has been
used to simulate the internal dynamics of the organisa-
tion of the cell. In order to do this, all lowest level prop-
erties have been expressed in LEADSTO format. For
this example, these were all intergroup role interaction
properties, role behaviour properties and transfer prop-
erties. The specific timing parameter values assigned
to the role behaviour properties, inspired by [18], are
given in Table 1. For the other properties, all time
parameters were 0.

In order to initialise the simulation, the truth values of
all state properties have been set totrue from time point
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Box 12. Interlevel relations for the dynamic properties of the Metabolism group

TpP1(s1, t1) & TP(M)       MP1(p1, q1) 
 with p1 = s1, q1 = t1. 

 

TpP2(s2, t2) & TP(M)       MP2(p2, q2) 
 with p2 = s2, q2 = t2. 

 

TpP3(s3, t3) & TP(M)       MP3(p3, q3) 
 with p3 = s3, q3 = t3. 

 

TpP4(s4, t4) & TpP7(s7, t7) & TpP8(s8, t8, N) 
& TpP8(s8, t8, P) & TpP8(s8, t8, S) & TpP9(s9, t9, CO2) 
& CaP0(cinit) & CaP1(i1, j1, glucose6P) 

& AP0(ainit) & AP1(m1, n1) & TP(M)      MP4(p4, q4, glucose) 
 with p4 = max(0, s7, 0+s8, 0+s4)+i1+max(s9, m1), 

  q4 = max(cinit, t7, ainit+t8, ainit+t4)+j1+max(t9, n1). 
 

TpP6(s6, t6) & TpP7(s7, t7) & TpP8(s8, t8, N) 
& TpP8(s8, t8, P) & TpP8(s8, t8, S) & TpP9(s9, t9,  CO2) 
& CaP0(cinit) & CaP1(i1, j1, lactose) 

& AP0(ainit) & AP1(m1, n1) & TP(M)      MP4(p4, q4, lactose) 
 with p4 = max(0, s7, 0+s8, 0+s6)+i1+max(s9, m1), 

  q4 = max(cinit, t7, ainit+t8, ainit+t6)+j1+max(t9, n1). 
 

TpP5(s5, t5) & TpP7(s7, t7) & TpP8(s8, t8, N) 
& TpP8(s8, t8, P) & TpP8(s8, t8, S) & TpP9(s9, t9,  CO2) 
& CaP0(cinit) & CaP1(i1, j1, gluconate6P) 

& AP0(ainit) & AP1(m1, n1) & TP(M)      MP4(p4, q4, gluconate) 
 with p4 = max(0, s7, 0+s8, 0+s5)+i1+max(s9, m1), 

  q4 = max(cinit, t7, ainit+t8, ainit+t5)+j1+max(t9, n1). 
 

TpP4(s4, t4) & TpP8(s8, t8, N) & TpP8(s8, t8, P) 
& TpP8(s8, t8, S) & TpP9(s9, t9, acetate) & TpP9(s9, t9, ethanol) 
& CaP0(cinit) & CaP2(i2, j2, glucose6P) 

& AP0(ainit) & AP1(m1, n1) & TP(M)      MP5(p5, q5, glucose) 
 with p4 = max(0, 0+s8, 0+s4)+i2+max(s9, m1), 

  q4 = max(cinit, ainit+t8, ainit+t4)+j2+max(t9, n1). 
 

TpP6(s6, t6) & TpP8(s8, t8, N) & TpP8(s8, t8, P) 
& TpP8(s8, t8, S) & TpP9(s9, t9, acetate) & TpP9(s9, t9, ethanol) 
& CaP0(cinit) & CaP2(i2, j2, lactose) 

& AP0(ainit) & AP1(m1, n1) & TP(M)      MP5(p5, q5, lactose) 
 with p4 = max(0, 0+s8, 0+s6)+i2+max(s9, m1), 

  q4 = max(cinit, ainit+t8, ainit+t6)+j2+max(t9, n1). 

 
TpP5(s5, t5) & TpP8(s8, t8, N) & TpP8(s8, t8, P) 
& TpP8(s8, t8, S) & TpP9(s9, t9, acetate) & TpP9(s9, t9, ethanol) 
& CaP0(cinit) & CaP2(i2, j2, gluconate6P) 

& AP0(ainit) & AP1(m1, n1) & TP(M)      MP5(p5, q5, gluconate) 
 with p4 = max(0, 0+s8, 0+s5)+i2+max(s9, m1), 

  q4 = max(cinit, ainit+t8, ainit+t5)+j2+max(t9, n1). 
 

TpP7(s7, t7) & TP(M)       MP6(p6, q6) 

with p6 = s7, q6 = t7. 

0 to 60. Furthermore, for each simulation run particular
settings had to be assigned to the environment. An
example simulation trace, where lactose and resources
are always present, the presence of glucose and O2 is
fluctuating, and gluconate is always absent, can be seen

in Fig. 9.
In this trace, time is on the horizontal axis, the prop-

erties are on the vertical axis. A dark box on top of
the line indicates that the property is true during that
time period, and a lighter box below the line indicates
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Box 13. Interlevel relations for the dynamic properties of the Control group

TlP1(e1, f1, glucose_import) & TcP1(k1, l1) & TP(Co)    CoP1(u1, v1) 

 with  u1 = k1+e1, v1 = l1+f1. 
 

TlP2(e2, f2, respiration) & TcP2(k2, l2) & TP(Co)     CoP2(u2, v2) 
 with  u2 = k2+e2, v2 = l2+f2. 

 

TlP3(e3, f3, fermentation) & TcP3(k3, l2) & TP(Co)    CoP3(u3, v3) 

 with  u3 = k3+e3, v3 = l3+f3. 
 

TlP4(e4, f4, lactose_import) & TcP4(k4, l4) & TP(Co)    CoP4(u4, v4) 
 with  u4 = k4+e4, v4 = l4+f4. 

 

TlP5(e5, f5, gluconate_import) & TcP5(k5, l5) & TP(Co)    CoP5(u5, v5) 

with  u5 = k5+e5, v5 = l5+f5. 

in_environment(N)

in_environment(O2)

in_environment(P)

in_environment(S )

in_environment(gluconate)

in_environment(glucose)

in_environment(lactose)

cell_exports(CO2)

cell_exports(acetate)

cell_exports(ethanol)

time 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000

Fig. 9. Simulated overall behaviour.

Table 1
Time parameters for the LEADSTO properties

Property Minimal Maximal Duration Duration
delay delay antecedent consequent
(e) (f) (g) (h)

CaP1 4 12 4 80
CaP2 4 12 4 4
AP1 2 6 4 4
TpP1 −4 0 4 4
TpP2 0 0 0.23 0.23
TpP3 0 0 0.23 0.23
TpP4 −4 0 4 80
TpP5 −4 0 4 4
TpP6 −4 0 4 4
TpP7 0 0 4 4
TpP8 0 0 4 4
TpP9 0 0 4 4
TcP1 60 60 1 40
TcP2 60 60 1 40
TcP3 60 60 1 40
TcP4 60 60 1 40
TcP5 60 60 1 40
TlP1 0 0 10 600

that the property is false during that time period. The
reaction of the cell within the environment can be seen
in the last three lines. Notice that the cell exports ac-

etate, ethanol and CO2 at the very beginning, because
of the initialisation conditions. However, as it adapts
to the environment only CO2 is exported. As the en-
vironmental oxygen disappears, the cell’s CO2 emis-
sions stop very soon, and acetate and ethanol are pro-
duced instead. After the oxygen re-appears in the en-
vironment, the cell adapts by stopping the acetate and
ethanol emissions after a while and returning to CO2

production. Note that the acetate and ethanol emissions
are not stopped immediately. This is because the inter-
nal substances needed for these emissions (including
fermentation enzymes) persist for some time.

An interesting observation is the fact that the fluc-
tuating presence of glucose in the environment does
not seem to have any influence on the production of
CO2, acetate and ethanol. According to the highest
level properties CP1 and CP2, this is indeed the correct
behaviour, since for the behaviour at this level it does
not matter whether it is glucose, lactose, or gluconate,
as long as one of the nutrients is available. And in
this particular case, lactose is always present in the en-
vironment. Nevertheless, the fluctuating presence of
glucose does influence the behaviour of the cell at a
lower level. For instance, consider the next part of the
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anabolism_generates(ADP)

anabolism_generates(NAD(P))

anabolism_generates(P)

anabolism_generates(aminoacids)

anabolism_generates(nucleotides)

catabolism_generates(ATP)

catabolism_generates(CO2)

catabolism_generates(NAD(P)H)

catabolism_generates(PEP)

catabolism_generates(acetate)

catabolism_generates(ethanol )

catabolism_generates(glucose6P)

catabolism_generates(pyruvate)

transport_generates(ADP)

transport_generates(ArcB_P)

transport_generates(CRPcAMP)

transport_generates(N )

transport_generates(O2)

transport_generates(P)

transport_generates(S)

transport_generates(allolactose)

transport_generates(gluconate6P)

transport_generates(gluconate_6P_observation_amount)

transport_generates(glucose6P)

transport_generates(lactose)

transport_generates(pyruvate)

transcription_generates(ADP)

transcription_generates(P)

transcription_generates(fermentation_mRNA)

transcription_generates(gluconate_import_mRNA)

transcription_generates(glucose_import_mRNA)

transcription_generates(lactose_import_mRNA)

transcription_generates(respiration_mRNA)

translation_generates(ADP)

translation_generates(P)

translation_generates(fermentation_enzymes)

translation_generates(gluconate_import_enzymes)

translation_generates(glucose_import_enzymes)

translation_generates(lactose_import_enzymes)

translation_generates(respiration_enzymes)

time 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000

Fig. 10. Simulated internal dynamics.

same trace, depicting the output of the roles Anabolism,
Catabolism, Transport, Transcription and Translation,
see Fig. 10.

Figure 10 shows that the presence of glucose in
the environment influences, for instance, the internal
production of the substance CRPcAMP by the Trans-
port role. As a consequence, the presence of (among
others) this CRPcAMP leads to the creation of lac-

toseimport mRNA by the Transcription role, whilst
glucoseimport mRNA is created continuously. To
go one step further, lactoseimport mRNA and glu-
coseimport mRNA are used by the Translation role
to create, with a certain delay, lactoseimport enzymes
and glucoseimport enzymes. It can thus be concluded
that from an external perspective there is no visible dif-
ference in behaviour of the cell, whether there is only
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lactose outside or both lactose and glucose. Neverthe-
less, from an internal perspective many differences can
be seen. The entire trace resulting from this simulation
covers 245 state properties, representing not only the
output but also the input state properties of the roles
shown above. However, since the transfer of substances
is instantaneous and without delay in our model, each
output state property for one role results in several iden-
tical input state properties for the other roles. Likewise,
the input and output state properties of the Metabolism
Portal and Control Portal group are identical to state
properties already shown above. Hence, for reasons of
presentation, the rest of the trace is not shown in this
paper.

5.2. Checking dynamic properties

The simulation software described above automat-
ically produces log files, containing formal represen-
tations of the traces. In addition, a tool has been de-
veloped toautomatically check whether certain high-
level properties hold for given (empirical or simulated)
traces. This tool is able to read in these formally repre-
sented traces together with a set of dynamic properties,
and verifies the dynamic properties against the traces.
As a result, the tool determines not only whether a
property holds for a trace or not, but in case of failure,
it also pinpoints which parts of the trace violate the
property. For our simulation, checks of this kind have
actually been performed for all Global Properties and
Group Properties, i.e. all properties of Sections 3.1 and
3.3. They all turned out to hold for the generated traces.

By combining this checker tool with the interlevel
relationships between dynamic properties, for exam-
ple as depicted in Fig. 4, it can be used fordiagnosis
of dysfunctioning within an organisation. For exam-
ple, suppose for a given trace at some point in time
it has been detected (using the checker tool) that the
dynamic property CP1(glucose) at the highest aggre-
gation level of the organisation does not hold, i.e., the
cell does not produce CO2 although the substances O2,
glucose, N, P and S are available within the environ-
ment. Given the AND-tree structure in Fig. 4, at least
one of the children will not hold (if they all would hold
for the given trace, also CP1(glucose) would hold for
this trace), which means that either MP0, MP6, IGIP2,
CoP1, CoP2, IGIP1, or MP4(glucose) will not hold.
Suppose by further checking it is found that MP6 does
not hold. Then the diagnostic process can be continued
by focusing on this property. It follows that either TpP7
or TP(M) does not hold (see Fig. 7). Checking these

two properties will pinpoint the cause of the organisa-
tion’s dysfunctioning. Notice that this diagnostic pro-
cess is economic in the sense that the whole subtree un-
der e.g. CoP1 is not examined since there is no reason
for that, as CoP1 holds.

5.3. Checking interlevel relations

The diagnosis of dysfunctioning mentioned above is
only feasible under the assumption that the tree of in-
terlevel relationship is correct (i.e., that each dynamic
property at a certain level of aggregation is indeed logi-
cally entailed by the dynamic properties at a lower lev-
el). To automatically check this logical entailment for
given interlevel relations, model checking techniques
can be used. For checking interlevel relations between
such properties, the model checker SMV is appro-
priate (http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜modelcheck/smv.html;
see also McMillan, 1993). To this end, translations
have to be made from properties expressed in TTL to a
specific input format for SMV. In particular, in case a
number of lower level properties LPi logically entail a
higher level property GP, it is required that the LPi have
the format of transition rules, whereas the GP should be
represented in CTL format (cf. Goldblatt, 1992). For
the interlevel relation shown in Fig. 4, these transla-
tions have indeed been made, and the interlevel relation
has been checked successfully. To give an impression,
the result of translating global property CP1 (see also
Section 3.1) to CTL looks as follows (assuming that
the environment should be stable for at least five time
units:

AG ((in environment glucose & in environment
O2 & in environment N & in environment P &

in environment S) →
(AX ((in environment glucose & in environment O2 &
in environment N & in environment P & in environment S)
→
(AX ((in environment glucose & in environment O2 &
in environment N & in environment P & in environment S)
→
(AX ((in environment glucose & in environment O2 &
in environment N & in environment P & in environment S)
→
(AX ((in environment glucose & in environment O2 &
in environment N & in environment P & in environment S)
→
AF cell exports CO2)))))))))

The complete SMV specification for the interlevel
relation shown in Fig. 4 can be found in Appendix A.
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Part IV: Related work and conclusion

6. Generalisation to other biological domains

In the previous sections, the organisation modelling
approach based on AGR has been illustrated by apply-
ing it to the case ofE. Coli. In addition, in the current
section it will be shown to what extent the approach can
be generalised to other biological domains. To this end,
we refer to the work in [6]. In that paper, the organ-
isation of the circulatory system in mammals was ad-
dressed using the modelling approach based on AGR.
Some details about that paper are given in Section 6.1.
Next, in Section 6.2 some commonalities are shown
between that case study and the case study on the living
cell reported in this article, thereby obtaining a unifying
perspective on addressing biocomplexity. Section 6.3
points out some differences between both case studies.

6.1. Another case study: The circulatory system in
mammals

The circulatory system takes care of a number of ca-
pacities, such as providing nutrients and oxygen to the
body and taking waste (e.g., CO2) out of the body. The
main property to focus on in this example is that the
system provides oxygen for all parts of the body. The
organisation of the circulatory system S is analysed as
consisting of the following active components that (by
showing their specific behaviours) all play their roles
within the overall process: heart, capillaries in lungs
and other organs, arteries (pulmonary artery channels,
from the heart to the capillaries in the lungs; aorta chan-
nels, from heart to the capillaries in the body), veins
(pulmonary veins, from the capillaries in the lungs to
the heart; inferior and superior vena cava, from the
capillaries in the body to the heart).

In [6], the circulatory system is modelled from an
organisational perspective, according to the approach
based on AGR. Following this approach, at the top
level the system can be seen as one component. At
a lower aggregation level, properties ofgroups have
been identified, as well as properties ofinter-group
transfers. The lowest level comprises properties of
roles andtransfers between them. See Fig. 11: at the
top level, the circulatory system can be seen as one
organisation, which consists of two groups at a lower
level, i.e., aPulmonary Cycle Group and aSystemic
Cycle Group. The main function of the Pulmonary
Cycle Group is uptake of oxygen from the environment
through the lungs, and the main the function of the
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exchange

drain
guidance

well

supply
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drain
exchange

Systemic Cycle
Group

Pulmonary Cycle
Group

Fig. 11. The circulatory system: groups and interactions.

Systemic Cycle Group is to supply this oxygen to the
other organs. At the lowest level, each group consists
of a number of roles with transfers between them. Note
that both groups are organised according to a similar
structure, consisting of the following five roles:well,
supply guidance, exchange, drain guidance, drain.

Moreover, to each role a certain active component
(or agent) can be allocated. To be specific, for the
Systemic Cycle Group, the allocation of agents to roles
is as follows:
heart – systemic cycle well
aorta channels – systemic cycle supply guidance
organ capillaries – systemic cycle exchange
inferior and superior
vena cava

– systemic cycle drain guidance

heart – systemic cycle drain

For the pulmonary cycle group instance the alloca-
tion of agents to roles is as follows:

heart – pulmonary cycle well
pulmonary
channels

– pulmonary cycle supply guidance

lung capillaries – pulmonary cycle exchange
pulmonary veins – pulmonary cycle drain guidance
heart – pulmonary cycle drain

Note that in both groups, the heart plays two roles,
one of a well, initiating the flow, and one of a drain,
where the flow disappears (and will re-appear in the
other side).

Like for the case ofE. Coli, also for the case of the
circulatory system a large number of dynamic proper-
ties have been specified (both in informal and formal
format), and simulation and verification have been per-
formed. Thus, also in this case the AGR-based mod-
elling approach turned out useful to address the com-
plexity of a biological system from an organisation per-
spective. For more details about the model and further
references, see [6].
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6.2. Commonalities between both Case Studies

The two biological case studies, the circulatory sys-
tem and the living cell, have some aspects in common
and differ in some other aspects. A main common as-
pect is that in both cases Nature shows a certain form of
organisation. Although the areas are quite distinct, the
organisation modelling approach illustrates this com-
mon aspect by using generic concepts such as roles and
groups to model both example processes. This is a
main contribution of this paper: to show that the notion
of organisation as observed in Nature, can be addressed
and formalised from a generic perspective. Thus a
unifying perspective is obtained on the way how Na-
ture copes with (and develops) complexity by exploit-
ing (increasing degrees of) organisation. Organisation
modelling techniques as put forward in this paper pro-
vide means to describe, compare and distinguish the
different forms and principles of organisation possible
and/or occurring in Nature, thus providing a structuring
of the variety of biodiversity and biocomplexity from
the perspective of underlying organisational principles.

Although the techniques proposed in this paper can
be applied to different biological domains, this does not
mean that no domain knowledge is required to model
a specific case study. On the contrary, a rather detailed
description of the process under consideration should
be known beforehand. Therefore, when modelling a
specific case study, ideally there is intensive interac-
tion between the modeller and a domain expert with a
background in the concerned specialisation in biology.
Consequently, the main aim of the modelling approach
is not to support some initial analysis of a certain bio-
logical process, but rather to deepen the understanding
of an already (partially) known process, in particular
by imposing organisational structure upon it. Thus, the
main contributions of the approach are comparable to
the usual benefits of formal modelling and simulation
techniques: it makes explicit many details that are ini-
tially lacking or are only described partially and/or in-
formally, thereby enabling the modeller to refine (and
possibly improve) the initial theory. In fact, in both of
the case studies described in this paper, the process of
formalisation has led to many of such refinements. For
example, in an initial phase of the cell case study [18],
the temporal dependencies of a number of processes in-
volved had to be specified explicitly (see also Table 1).

6.3. Differences between both Case Studies

The two examples addressed – circulatory system
and intracellular processes – also illustrate differences.

In the circulatory system, modelling the organisation
structure is in some sense ‘hard-wired’ in physical re-
ality. Arteries and veins are physically connected to
heart, lungs and other organs, and each of the organs
has a specific location, which is non-overlapping with
locations of other organs. The functioning of this or-
ganisation is forced by this physical configuration. For
example, if an artery is cut off or a vein is decoupled
from the heart, then the entailed dysfunctioning of the
organisation usually is lethal for the organism. In con-
trast to this ‘hard-wired’ case, the living cell example
shows a kind of opposite situation. Here, all processes
are assumed to occupy the same spatial area. No fixed
physical separations and connections between the var-
ious processes exist (as would be the case in an instal-
lation in a chemical factory), except that all substances
are kept together within the cell by the membrane (the
soup metaphor). Escape is only possible in some cases,
which are often controlled by the cell. Within the cell,
free mobility is assumed for all substances involved. In
this case the functioning of the organisation emerges
from the possibilities for the ways in which the various
chemical processes can interact with each other.

One might expect that an organisation modelling ap-
proach would only apply in the hard-wired circulatory
system case. However, as is shown in this paper, also in
the free mobility living cell case, the organisation mod-
elling approach can be useful. Hence, not only a phys-
ically forced structure can be used and further analysed
as an organisation structure, but also an organisation-
al structure that emerges out of a number possibilities
for interaction between processes can be successfully
analysed.

7. Other related work

Analysis and simulation of biological (and in par-
ticular, cellular) processes is a huge research area in
which many groups are working. Some of these groups
focus on realistic simulation of cellular processes us-
ing object-oriented software (e.g. [36]), whereas oth-
ers address agent-based modelling of cellular processes
(e.g. [7,16]). Although the current paper is also based
on the idea of applying the agent paradigm to biologi-
cal modelling, as a novel contribution to the area it ex-
plores how recently developed organisation modelling
approaches such as AGR [11,20] can be used to anal-
yse and simulate the dynamics of complex biological
processes.
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As shown by the case studies, the idea of analysing
the organisational structure of biological processes
turned out useful to obtain more detailed descriptions
of these processes. Nevertheless, it is not claimed that
AGR is the only possible approach that can be used for
this purpose. In computational organisation theory and
artificial intelligence, other approaches have been de-
veloped that are able to capture both structural and dy-
namic aspects of organisations. However, usually they
describe organisation models, using only two or three
levels of abstraction (i.e., the level of an individual role,
the level of a group composed of roles, and the overall
organisation level, e.g., GAIA [39], MOISE [17], MO-
CA [1], and OperA [8]), whereas in complex biolog-
ical domains, it may be desirable to describe multiple
abstraction levels. For example, in the cell case study,
the process Catabolism may be further decomposed in-
to the sub-processes Glycolysis, Pyruvate Catabolism
and Glycogen Catabolism, according to [18]. A feature
that distinguishes our approach from other organisation
modelling techniques is the fact that it allows the mod-
eller to specify the dynamics of the organisation in a
detailed way, using the TTL language.

The methodology presented in this paper is support-
ed by a number of software tools. For example, an
editor to specify dynamic properties according to the
TTL format [4], a tool for simulation of executable
LEADSTO models [5,22], a model checker that veri-
fies interlevel relations between dynamic properties at
different aggregation levels [28], and a verification tool
that checks whether dynamic properties hold in a given
trace [4]. Obviously, for each of these tools various
alternatives exist in the literature. For example, other
approaches for simulation are the Dynamical Systems
Theory [33], Executable Temporal Logic [3], PLC au-
tomata [9], and qualitative reasoning (e.g. [14]). For
verification of properties, alternative approaches are
modal-logic-based temporal languages such as LTL and
CTL [15], and calculi like the situation calculus [35]
and the event calculus [24]. A main advantage of our
modelling tools over most of these approaches is that
they enable the modeller to specify dynamics in terms
of both qualitative and quantitative aspects, thereby
combining the benefits of logic-oriented modelling ap-
proaches with the benefits of mathematical approaches.
Moreover, our tools are able to deal with real-valued
time parameters. As explained in Section 5.1, rules
in LEADSTO format include four time parameters e,
f, g, h, that indicate, respectively, the minimal delay,
the maximal delay, the duration of the antecedent, and
the duration of the consequent. Unlike in many other

modelling approaches, these parameters may be real
numbers, which results in more realistic simulations
of biological processes. For this case study addressed,
several discussions were held with experts in the do-
main, in order to define specific time parameters for
the LEADSTO rules. As a consequence, the resulting
simulation traces closely match the corresponding real
world processes. Furthermore, a specific advantage of
TTL is its high expressiveness. Since TTL is an ex-
tension of predicate logic, all dynamic properties that
can be expressed in first-order predicate logic can also
be expressed in TTL. In addition, TTL allows explic-
it references to different temporally ordered sequences
of states (traces) in dynamic properties, which makes
it possible to express properties that compare different
traces with each other, such as the statement “exercise
improves skill”. This goes beyond the expressiveness
of standard temporal languages [15] or calculi [35], in
which only a single path of situations can be explicitly
encoded in the formulae. For a more extensive com-
parison of our modelling tools (in particular, LEAD-
STO and TTL) with other simulation and verification
approaches that exist in the literature (including issues
related to expressiveness and complexity), see [4,5].

Finally, a specific software environment that is worth
mentioning is Simpathica/XSSYS [30]. Although this
environment is not aimed at modelling biological sys-
tems from an organisational perspective, it uses a veri-
fication tool that is similar to our TTL checker tool: in
Simpathica/XSSYS, also dynamic properties about bi-
ological processes can be specified in a temporal logic
(in this case CTL), and checked against a (limited) num-
ber of (empirical or simulated) traces. Moreover, Sim-
pathica/XSSYS features a “sentence generation tool”,
which takes a number of traces as input and generates
some new properties that are satisfied by these traces.

8. Conclusion and future work

This article explores how recently developed organ-
isation modelling approaches such as AGR [11,20] can
be used to analyse and simulate the dynamics of com-
plex biological processes. This modelling perspective
identifies organisational structure occurring in complex
decentralised processes and handles complexity of the
analysis of the dynamics by structuring these dynamics
according to an organisational structure. More specif-
ically, a methodology has been proposed that involves
the following ingredients:
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– Specify state properties and dynamic properties of
the overall process

– Identify the agents and their roles within the over-
all process

– Specify state properties and dynamic properties
for the behaviour of these roles

– Identify groups of roles
– Specify dynamic properties for groups
– Specify dynamic intergroup role interaction prop-

erties and transfer properties between roles
– Identify interlevel relations between dynamic

properties at different levels of aggregation: relat-
ing role, group and organisation dynamics

– Relate state properties to physical or chemical state
properties

– Relate dynamic properties to physical or chemical
dynamic properties

– Specify executable dynamic properties
– Simulate dynamics based on executable dynamic

properties
– Check given traces of dynamics against dynamic

properties
– Verify the interlevel relations between dynamic

properties at different levels of aggregation

For most of these items, software tools have been
developed. Using these tools, the methodology has
been illustrated for two case studies: the functioning of
intracellular processes and the functioning of the cir-
culatory system (although the details of the latter ex-
ample have been left out). These biological systems
can be modelled as consisting of a number of active
components or agents that are connected and grouped
together in such a manner that everything functions
well. For both case studies, dynamic properties at dif-
ferent levels of aggregation of the organisation model
have been identified, and relationships between these
dynamic properties at different aggregation levels were
made explicit. Based on the executable properties, sim-
ulation has been performed and (higher-level) prop-
erties have been checked for the produced simulation
traces. Thus it was verified that the simulation traces
satisfied some expected global properties. Moreover,
the interlevel relationships between properties at differ-
ent aggregation levels have been verified automatically
using model checking techniques. These case studies
show that organisation modelling techniques can play
a useful role in biological application areas.

As mentioned earlier, the approach presented in this
paper does not explicitly model the environment as part
of the organisation. Instead, interaction of roles with
the environment is modelled within the dynamic prop-

erties of the roles. However, in some cases it may be
desirable to consider the environment as a special com-
ponent of the organisation model. Therefore, since a
number of years, several approaches recognise the im-
portance of explicit modelling of interactions between
agents and the environment (e.g. [8]). Recently, al-
so for the AGR approach an extension was proposed
(called AGRE), in which (social and physical) environ-
ments can be included [13]. Future work will focus
on modelling the current examples in more detail using
AGRE.

Another potential direction for future work is to ex-
plore the possibilities for combining our methodolo-
gy with the Gene Ontology (GO) project [2]. This
project aims at the development of ontologies that de-
scribe gene products in terms of their associated bio-
logical processes, cellular components and molecular
functions in a species-independent manner. By using
terms from GO as the state ontology for the specifica-
tion of our biological models, the terminology used in
our work could be made more consistent with the stan-
dard terminology used in the literature. For example,
for the E. Coli case, this could lead to a modification
of the concepts used in Fig. 1. Moreover, comparing
the structure of GO with that of our biological mod-
els could play a role in improving these models, for
example, by pointing at missing elements.
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Appendix A

SMV specification for the interlevel relationMP0 & MP4(g) &
MP6 & CoP1 & CoP2 & IGIP1 & IGIP2 ⇒ CP1(g).

MODULE main
VAR
in environment glucose: boolean;
in environment O2: boolean;
in environment N: boolean;
in environment P: boolean;
in environment S: boolean;
cell exports CO2: boolean;
metabolism portal generates ADP: boolean;
metabolism portal generates P: boolean;
metabolism portal generates respiration enzymes:

boolean;
metabolism portal generates glucose import enzymes:

boolean;
metabolism portal receives ATP: boolean;
metabolism portal receives nucleotides: boolean;
metabolism portal receives aminoacids: boolean;
metabolism portal receives ArcB P: boolean;
control portal generates ATP: boolean;
control portal generates nucleotides: boolean;
control portal generates aminoacids: boolean;
control portal generates ArcB P: boolean;
control portal receives ADP: boolean;
control portal receives P: boolean;
control portal receives respiration enzymes: boolean;
control portal receives glucose import enzymes: boolean;

ASSIGN
init(in environment glucose):=0;
init(in environment O2):=0;
init(in environment N):=0;
init(in environment P):=0;
init(in environment S):=0;
init(cell exports CO2):=0;
init(metabolism portal generates ADP):=0;
init(metabolism portal generates P):=0;
init(metabolism portal generates respiration enzymes):=0;
init(metabolism portal generates glucose import enzymes):

=0;
init(metabolism portal receives ATP):=1;
init(metabolism portal receives nucleotides):=1;
init(metabolism portal receives aminoacids):=1;

init(metabolism portal receives ArcB P):=0;
init(control portal generates ATP):=0;
init(control portal generates nucleotides):=0;
init(control portal generates aminoacids):=0;
init(control portal generates ArcB P):=0;
init(control portal receives ADP):=0;
init(control portal receives P):=0;
init(control portal receives respiration enzymes):=0;
init(control portal receives glucose import enzymes):=0;

next(metabolism portal receives ATP):= case
in environment glucose & in environment O2 & in

environment N &
in environment P & in environment S & metabolism portal

generates ADP &
metabolism portal generates P & metabolism portal

generates respiration enzymes &
metabolism portal generates glucose import enzymes: 1;
metabolism portal receives ATP: 1;
1: 0;
esac;
next(metabolism portal receives nucleotides):= case
in environment glucose & in environment O2 & in

environment N &
in environment P & in environment S & metabolism portal

generates ADP &
metabolism portal generates P & metabolism portal

generates respiration enzymes &
metabolism portal generates glucose import enzymes: 1;
metabolism portal receives nucleotides: 1;
1: 0;
esac;
next(metabolism portal receives aminoacids):= case
in environment glucose & in environment O2 & in

environment N &
in environment P & in environment S & metabolism portal

generates ADP &
metabolism portal generates P & metabolism portal

generates respiration enzymes &
metabolism portal generates glucose import enzymes: 1;
metabolism portal receives aminoacids: 1;
1: 0;
esac;
next(cell exports CO2):= case
in environment glucose & in environment O2 & in

environment N &
in environment P & in environment S & metabolism portal

generates ADP &
metabolism portal generates P & metabolism portal

generates respiration enzymes &
metabolism portal generates glucose import enzymes: 1;
1: 0;
esac;

next(metabolism portal receives ArcB P):= case
in environment O2: 1;
1: 0;
esac;

next(control portal receives ADP):= case
control portal generates ATP & control portal generates

nucleotides &
control portal generates aminoacids: 1;
1: 0;
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esac;
next(control portal receives P):= case
control portal generates ATP & control portal generates

nucleotides &
control portal generates aminoacids: 1;
1: 0;
esac;
next(control portal receives glucose import enzymes):=

case
control portal generates ATP & control portal generates

nucleotides &
control portal generates aminoacids: 1;
1: 0;
esac;

next(control portal receives respiration enzymes):= case
control portal generates ATP & control portal generates

nucleotides &
control portal generates aminoacids & control portal

generates ArcB P: 1;
1: 0;
esac;

next(metabolism portal generates ADP):= case
control portal receives ADP: 1;
1: 0;
esac;
next(metabolism portal generates P):= case
control portal receives P: 1;
1: 0;
esac;
next(metabolism portal generates respiration enzymes):=

case
control portal receives respiration enzymes: 1;
1: 0;
esac;
next(metabolism portal generates glucose import

enzymes):= case
control portal receives glucose import enzymes: 1;
1: 0;
esac;

next(control portal generates ATP):= case
metabolism portal receives ATP: 1;
1: 0;
esac;
next(control portal generates nucleotides):= case
metabolism portal receives nucleotides: 1;
1: 0;
esac;
next(control portal generates aminoacids):= case
metabolism portal receives aminoacids: 1;
1: 0;
esac;
next(control portal generates ArcB P):= case
metabolism portal receives ArcB P: 1;
1: 0;
esac;

SPEC

AG ((in environment glucose & in environment O2 & in

environment N & in environment P & in environment S) ->
(AX ((in environment glucose & in environment O2 & in

environment N & in environment P & in environment S) ->
(AX ((in environment glucose & in environment O2 & in

environment N & in environment P & in environment S) ->
(AX ((in environment glucose & in environment O2 & in

environment N & in environment P & in environment S) ->
(AX ((in environment glucose & in environment O2 & in

environment N & in environment P & in environment S) ->
AF cell exports CO2)))))))))
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